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John White traveled to Munich, Germany in July to present a paper at a conference held at                 

LMU's Institute of Art History. John’s paper was a re-worked version of a final paper for                

Professor Ho's graduate seminar on import/export material culture of early modern East Asia.             

The conference, which included many German presenters, gave him not only an opportunity to              

receive feedback on the paper but also to practice his German comprehension. 

 

Andy Nicole Bowers traveled to Italy to conduct research for her paper on Caravaggio's Head of                

Medusa. Because this paper is concerned with the overt paintedness of Medusa's blood, it was               

especially important for Bowers to examine the work in person: standing before the Medusa, she               

was able to assess aspects of Caravaggio's handling of paint not visible in reproduction.              

Additionally, she examined several other works closely related to her research, including            

Cellini's Perseus and Medusa and Caravaggio's Judith and Holofernes and David and Goliath.             

Ultimately, her trip not only enriched the perspective she brings to her research but also provided                

a useful introduction to the inner workings of the Uffizi and Borghese Galleries, where she had                

the privilege of spending time in the archives.  

 

This summer, Siyu Shen spent two months at the Inter-University Program for Chinese             

Language Studies (IUP) on the Tsinghua University campus, an intensive language program            

largely geared towards graduate students. Most of Siyu’s classes were one-on-one, allowing her             



to rapidly improve her reading knowledge of Chinese, which she hopes will assist her in               

academic/professional-level discussions and translations. A major benefit of being able to take            

part in a program in Beijing was that she could explore the city and its many major historical                  

sites and museums during her summer there. Siyu has enjoyed studying about the art that               

emerged from trade and diplomatic relations between Europe and East Asia in the early modern               

period, and there happened to be a collaborative exhibition between the Palace Museum and              

Vatican when she was in the city where she was able to see several works not usually on view. 

 
 


